To investigate whether within-individual variation is a factor in the generally reported poor tracking of central body fat distribution (CBFD) during development and whether two measurements of CBFD during each measurement occasion would improve the estimate of tracking over time. METHODS: A longitudinal study compared the results of two measurements of body fat (BF) and CBFD during each measurement occasion to the results of one measurement of BF and CBFD during each occasion every 4 months over 1 -3 y. A total of 345 boys and 333 girls in three age cohorts of 8, 11 and 14 y at baseline were examined. BF variables were: body mass index (BMI); fat mass and percentage body fat from bioelectrical impedance; two skinfold sums; and abdominal circumference. CBFD variables were: waist=hip and waist=thigh ratios; conicity; and log upper-lower skinfold ratio. RESULTS: Three-year tracking of BF varied from 0.79 to 0.90 for one-and from 0.81 to 0.93 for two-occasion measurements showing no apparent sex-or cohort-effects. Three-year tracking of CBFD was lower than that of BF (0.68 -0.75), but improved significantly with two-occasion measurements (0.75 -0.82). CONCLUSIONS: Within-individual variation is a significant factor in reported low tracking of CBFD in childhood. Estimates of tracking currently in the literature may underestimate the predictive value of CBFD, possibly because this research has used oneoccasion measurement. The increased use of two-occasion measurement should significantly improve the tracking of CBFD during development and provide a more realistic understanding of its predictive value.
Introduction
Total body fat (BF) and central body fat distribution (CBFD) are risk factors for chronic disease, disability and death. 1 -8 It has been assumed that one's characteristic level of BF and CBFD unfolds gradually during the normal course of growth and development. 9 -11 Studies of the development of CBFD have shown that it tracks poorly, that is, CBFD shows relatively weak consistency of serial measurement in comparison to BF. 12 -19 This creates difficulty in interpreting CBFD research in children, in which CBFD is measured in the same way it is measured in adults over time.
The generally low tracking coefficients could mean that CBFD status in adulthood does not appear early in development. If so, it would cloud the interpretation of associations between presumed measures of CBFD and other health risk factors in childhood. It would also imply that CBFD should be assessed only in mature teens or in adults. Another interpretation is that ways of assessing CBFD in adulthood are inadequate for assessing CBFD in pre-adults, a hypothesis with some support from previous studies. For example, there is little intra-abdominal fat proportional to total body fat in children compared to adults. 20 More of the fat depot in children than in adults is subcutaneous, and in pre-adults subcutaneous fat is as related to health risk factors, as is intraabdominal or central fat. 21 Most longitudinal growth studies of BF preceded the wider recognition of the role of CBFD in chronic disease risk that came early in the 1980s with population-based studies. Thus, variables that would be most useful in assessing CBFD are seldom available from previous studies. Five studies have been published on tracking of CBFD in children. 12,13,15 -17 Four of these used subcutaneous fat caliper measurements from the arm and trunk 12, 13, 15, 16 the critical lower body area was omitted. 1, 22 Another study used body diameters from photographs, which included upper and lower regions similar to those assessed with the waist=hip ratio, but this study did not assess subcutaneous fat. 17 A useful distinction between two research purposes aids interpretation of results of tracking studies: 16 (1) clinical or screening studies, in which the focus is on the sensitivity and the specificity of a childhood value in predicting adult status; (2) epidemiological studies, in which the focus is on genetic and environmental influences in predicting adult status. If tracking of CBFD were truly poor in childhood, this might obviate its use for the first purpose, ie, as a screening tool. 16 However, because much is unknown about the factors that influence CBFD, the second purpose might still justify investigation of such relationships. One potentially important source of variability in CBFD that could affect tracking is within-individual variation. 23, 24 It consists of two sources of error: measurement errors (imprecision) and physiological fluctuations (unreliability). 25 Imprecision is a critical factor in CBFD ratios studied cross-sectionally. 26, 27 This study investigates the role of within-individual variation as a factor in tracking CBFD during growth across 1, 2 and 3 y intervals in Project HeartBeat! It is hypothesized that two measures of CBFD at each measurement interval will significantly improve tracking for CBFD in each age cohort.
Methods

Subjects
Project HeartBeat! is a longitudinal study of the development of cardiovascular risk factors in children followed for up to 4 y in three age cohorts, who are seen initially at 8, 11 and 14 y of age. 28, 29 The sampling methodology is described in detail elsewhere. 28 The children were selected from a large urban area in south-central USA. Anthropometrically, Project HeartBeat! children are similar in means and standard deviations to USA children in general. 29 In this study there were 345 boys and 333 girls with completed body measurements at baseline. About 20% of the sample were African-American, and the rest were mainly European-American with a very small percentage of children of other ethnic backgrounds (Table 1) . A preliminary comparison of tracking correlations by ethnicity showed no significant or systematic differences. Thus, data for children of all ethnicities were combined for analysis.
Children were measured at baseline beginning in the autumn of 1991, with measurements repeated every 4 months for up to 4 y in each cohort. Thus, by study completion, data on the growth of CBFD would be available for participants between the ages of 8 and 17 y. The study of tracking would be possible over intervals of 1, 2 and 3 y of follow-up within each cohort. Children could have had as many as 12 examinations. Some of these might have been missed or some children may have dropped out, but 91% of scheduled examinations for active participants were completed. 28 All children with available measurements for a given time interval were included in the analysis of tracking for that interval, regardless of whether they had complete data for all occasions. This assured sufficient numbers of children for analyses involving two measurements per occasion.
Analysis
Typically, tracking studies have been based on one value at each of two or more measurement occasions. By contrast, in Project HeartBeat! measurements were repeated over relatively short time periods (every 4 months). Therefore values at adjacent measurement occasions could be summed and their tracking studied over an interval of time, compared to having only one measurement at each occasion over the same interval.
As an example, the values at baseline and 4 months later could be summed and correlated with the sum of values at 1 y plus 1 y and 4 months later. Correlating the sum of measurements from two occasions across time would be Tracking body fat distribution during growth WH Mueller et al expected to improve the reliability of estimating the 'true' value of BF or CBFD. All analyses were done with SPSS, version 10.0. Correlations between baseline values and later values at 1, 2 and 3 y follow-up were computed within gender and age cohort. Sample sizes varied from n ¼ 39 to 109 children for one measurement per occasion across intervals of 1, 2 and 3 y. When using two measurements per occasion, sample sizes ranged from 12 to 106. They were particularly small for analyses of the 3 y interval (n ¼ 12 -40). Several factors account for this: the need for four complete measurement values (two at the beginning and two at the end of the interval); the smaller sample sizes in cohort 3 (Table 1) ; and the longer interval, involving children who dropped out. To obviate this problem, correlation coefficients were combined as weighted Z-transformations, first across cohorts, within gender and later over all children. 30 The resulting sample sizes for all children ranged from 361 to 502 for one measurement per occasion and from 132 to 453 for two measurements per occasion.
Heterogeneity of the tracking correlations among cohorts was examined, as well as the comparison of correlations based on two vs one measurement, by chi-square test. 30 A P-value of 0.05 is accepted as the level of statistical significance. The chi-square test assumes independence of the observations among groups being compared. This will be true for comparisons among cohorts, but not for comparing one vs two occasion measurements. In that case, the resulting chi-square will underestimate the statistical probability that a difference is 'real'.
Variables
Commonly used indices of BF and CBFD were selected for study. Criteria for selection of variables included prior evidence of acceptable precision and validity. 27, 29 The six BF indices were abdomen circumference (ABD); body mass index (BMI); percentage body fat (PFB) derived from bioelectrical impedance (BIA) and anthropometry from equations of Guo et al, 31 fat mass (FM ¼ PBFÂweight=100); sum of upper body skinfold (UBS ¼ triceps þ subscapular þ midaxillary); and sum of lower body skinfold (LBS ¼ lower thigh þ lateral calf).
The four CBFD indices were: conicity (CON), or waist circumference relative to the circumference of a cylinder generated from height and weight; 32 waist=hip circumference ratio (WHR); waist=(distal) thigh circumference ratio (WTR); and upper=lower skinfold ratio (SKR ¼ log((UBS=3)= (LBS=2)). Body measurements were taken by a technician and a recorder following standard procedures. 28, 29, 33 
Results
Tracking correlations for BF variables are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 ). Tracking correlations for CBFD variables are shown in Table 3 . One-year correlations vary from approximately 0.70 to 0.90. Three-year tracking correlations seem to vary typically from 0.60 to 0.80 (range ¼ 0.33 -0.86). There is more heterogeneity among cohorts in CBFD than BF correlations. However, this heterogeneity is diminished when measurements from two occasions are used. Systematic trends across cohorts are difficult to discern. There were few significant or systematic differences in the strength of tracking by gender. Girls tended to have higher correlations than boys for WTR. In most cases, the improvement in using two measurements per occasion (combined r ¼ 0.75 -0.89) over one measurement per occasion (combined r ¼ 0.68 -0.83), is statistically significant (bottom, Table 3 ).
Discussion
Five studies have been published on tracking of CBFD in children. 12,13,15 -17 Tracking correlations reported in these studies varied from 0.40 to 0.81 for intervals comparable to those from Project HeartBeat! All previous studies are based on one measurement per occasion. In the Melbourne Growth Study, correlations of skinfold ratios at age 14 with values in the preceding 3 y were approximately 0.40. 12 In the London Growth Study, correlations between principal component-derived CBFD at age 18 and 3 y earlier were approximately 0.40 -0.60. 13 The Paris Growth Study reported tracking correlations of approximately 0.40 -0.50 between skinfold ratios at age 21 and at age 16. 15 Correlations from The Amsterdam Growth and Health Study varied from 0.60 -0.81 for trunk -extremity skinfold ratios between values at 13 y of age and those taken 3 y later. 16 Correlations tended to be higher in girls than in boys. Casey et al 17 reported tracking correlations of photographically assessed waist and hip diameter ratios in the Harvard Growth Study, of approximately 0.70, a level achieved only in the eldest cohorts. In a study of 7 y stability in trunk -extremity skinfold ratio and in waist circumference adjusted for BMI in children and adults, correlations varied from approximately 0.40 to 0.60, depending on the age group. 18 In the study reported here, using two measurements at each occasion significantly improved the tracking correlation coefficients for CBFD over those based on one measurement per occasion in most cases (Table 3 ). This approach increased the CBFD correlations to within the lower range of coefficients typically associated with BF (Table 2 ). These data show that measurement error and other sources of withinindividual variation are significant sources of variability in CBFD variables as conceived in this study and the literature in general. The replicates in this study were taken 4 months apart, so they include an element of within-individual variation that is beyond measurement error or imprecision. 
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That element is the unreliability, which includes biological and environmental factors that are likely to act on a variable over time between measurement occasions. 25 Additional replications could improve the reliability further. For example, for an actual reliability of 0.75, a value close to that for CBFD variables, most of any subsequent gain in accuracy from multiple measurements, is obtained with four replicates. 24 Offsetting this would be the cost of obtaining multiple determinations in the field.
Other epidemiological or developmental features may also affect tracking of CBFD yet not affect BF in the same way. There was more heterogeneity among cohorts for the CBFD tracking correlations than for BF ( Table 3 ). The causes of these inter-cohort fluctuations are not clear. The onset of puberty affects different anatomic locations of fat differently. 34 That this could be a factor is supported by the fact that the lowest tracking correlations for CBFD are for the cohorts in early puberty (cohort 1 for girls and cohort 2 for boys; Table 3 ).
This study looked at tracking over at most a 3 y interval. The effect of within-individual variation on tracking over longer intervals of time or into adulthood was not assessed. The two combined measurements for the CBFD variables were assessed 4 months apart. They would include sources of error from both imprecision and undependability. It cannot therefore be determined which aspect of the within-individual variability is contributing to the unreliability of CBFD tracking coefficients. To do this one would have to have blind replicates taken over a shorter interval, within hours or days of the original, in order to estimate the imprecision. However, it is likely that the imprecision is important, as anthropometric reliability in general is more affected by this, than undependability. 25 This study suggests the importance of within-individual variation and assessment methodology (one-vs two-occasion measurement) as factors in the reported 'low' tracking of CBFD variables in children and adolescents. These conclusions pertain to measures of CBFD assessed in Project HeartBeat!, although they are pertinent to any studies of CBFD in pre-adults and studies employing ratios as measures of CBFD. 21 Estimates of tracking currently in the literature may underestimate the predictive value of CBFD, because the research has used only one-occasion measurement. This study extends knowledge of the tracking of BF distribution for variables commonly researched in adults but not nearly as well understood in the young.
